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CH Products Introduces the RS Desktop Joystick for Video Surveillance
Stylish and Affordable High Resolution Joystick for Professional Surveillance
Vista, CA, - CH Products introduces a compact and stylish addition to its range of professional USB desktop joysticks, the RS Desktop.
Incorporating the latest generation Hall effect positioning sensor, the RS Desktop features a three axes joystick with 14 bit
resolution. Supporting USB 2.0 HID “game controller” interface for “plug-and-play” connectivity, the RS Desktop is easy to use and
compatible with a wide variety of video surveillance software applications. Combining flexibility with high performance and a stylish
design, the RS Desktop is an ideal choice for professional surveillance monitoring applications.
Three Axes Hall Effect Joystick with 14 bit Resolution
The RS Desktop features a three axes joystick with 14 bit resolution, delivering superior “analog” like control for pan, tilt, and zoom
cameras. The non-contacting Hall effect technology is durable and will provide more than 10 million operations.
Six Programmable Pushbutton Switches
CH Products’ RS Desktop features six programmable pushbuttons which are ideal for camera selection, presets, and touring
functions. Button labels and legends may be customized for specific applications.
Stylish and affordable
The RS Desktop is a unique addition to CH Products line of professional desktop joysticks. Thanks to its ultra compact and high stylish
cosmetic design, it is the ideal choice for surveillance applications in retail, hotel, restaurant, education and corporate markets. The
RS Desktop was efficiently engineered with a minimalist design to provide a cost effective professional solution to the customer.
USB 2.0 Interface
Featuring USB 2.0 interface, the RS Desktop integrates seamlessly with software applications supporting USB joystick inputs via
Microsoft DirectX. No device driver or manufacture specific SDK is required, the RS Desktop is recognized as a standard HID three
axes, six button “game controller” joystick. The RS Desktop’s axes and buttons are programmable and function assignment is
dependant on the controlled application.
About CH Products
CH Products is the leading manufacturer of joysticks for PTZ camera control and manufactures the network surveillance industry’s #1
selling joystick, the IP Desktop USB. CH Products is located in Vista, California, where the company operates an 80,000 sq. foot
vertically integrated manufacturing facility. CH Products is a member of the APEM group.
For more information about CH Products and its broad line of products, please visit the website at http://www.chproducts.com/, or
contact (760) 598-2518.
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